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Abstract: The field of Earthquake Engineering has existed in
our nation for more than 38 years now. The engineers have made
critical commitments to the seismic wellbeing of a few imperative
structures in the nation. Be that as it may, as the ongoing tremors
have appeared, the execution of typical structures amid past
Indian seismic tremors has been less agreeable. This is
fundamentally because of the absence of mindfulness among most
rehearsing architects of the uncommon arrangements that should
be followed in seismic tremor safe structure and from that point in
development and furthermore while planning. It should be taken
into account that structural failures as a consequence of an
earthquake have to be avoided. In this paper, we discussed the
avenues for dissemination of this knowledge to the engineers and
other people.
Keywords: Base Isolation, Building code, Earthquake, Energy
Dissipation devices, Richter scale, Seismic waves

1. Introduction
An earthquake is the shaking of the surface of the earth,
resulting from sudden release of energy in the Earth’s
lithosphere that creates seismic waves. Earthquake safe
structures will be structures intended to shield structures from
seismic tremors. The areas of the world that are most
earthquake-prone are shown in Fig.1.

Fig. 1. Earthquake danger zones

Nearly a hundred earthquakes of intensity higher than 6 and
twenty of intensity higher than 7 on the Richter scale are
recorded annually. Several thousand people are affected by
earthquakes every year. As per building codes, earthquake safe
structures are expected to withstand the biggest seismic tremor
of a specific likelihood that is probably going to happen at their
area. This implies the death toll ought to be limited by avoiding
breakdown of the structures for uncommon seismic tremors
while the loss of the usefulness ought to be constrained for
progressively visit ones. There are a few plan rationalities in
tremor building, making utilization of test results, PC

reenactments and perceptions from past quakes to offer the
required execution for the seismic risk at the site of intrigue.
The objective of earthquake safe development is to erect
structures that toll preferred amid seismic action over their
regular partners.
2. Literature review
YE Lieping, QU Zhe, LU Xinzheng, FENG Peng
(Department of Civil Engineering, Tsinghua University, China2008) have an Analysis on Building Seismic Damage in the
Wenchuan Earthquake-The aseismic limit of building
structures is the primary line in the tremor safeguard
arrangement of the general public. Building breakdown is one
of the serious earthquake obliterating results. Harms of
structures by and large mirror the level of tremor catastrophe.
As a result, the aseismic limit of building structures, particularly
their ability to avoid collapse, is of incredible significance to
the general quake safeguard arrangement of the general public.
In light of investigating the building seismic harm in the
Wenchuan earthquake, methods to expand the general a seismic
limit of building structures are talked about in the structure of
framework hypothesis. It is appeared: the security edge of
building auxiliary frameworks can be partitioned into 3 levels:
fundamental, integral and unforeseen wellbeing edges. The in
general seismic limit and fall aversion of building structures are
for the most part controlled by the essential wellbeing edge and
sudden security edge. Research on the indispensable and
unforeseen wellbeing edges of building structures is as yet
restricted.
Mark Grigorian and Carl E. Grigorian (2012) have An
Introduction to the Methodology of Earthquake Resistant
Structures of Uniform Response as Abstract Structures of
Uniform Response are special earthquake resistant frames in
which members of similar groups such as beams, columns and
braces of similar nature share the same demand-capacity ratios
regardless of their location within the group. The fundamental
idea is that seismic structural response is largely a function of
design and construction, rather than analysis. Both strength and
stiffness are induced rather than investigated. Failure
mechanisms and stability conditions are enforced rather than
tested. Simple closed form formulae describing the nonlinear
behavior of moment frames of uniform response have been
proposed
K. Sathishkumar (2015) have an Study of Earthquake
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Resistant RCC Buildings with Increased Strength and Stability
- Earthquakes are very serious problems since they affect
human life in various ways. The Earthquakes are for the most
part avoided by two strategies to be Base Isolation Methods and
Seismic Dampers. There are basic prerequisites which a
building ought to have so as to oppose earthquakes. There are
different plans of structures which cause harms amid seismic
tremor and the most critical one is the "short section impact".
The different arrangements which can be connected so as to
conquer these impacts and to reinforce the auxiliary
components are quickly clarified. The retrofitting and unique
constrainment support is the strategies connected. This clarifies
the techniques and their preventive measures about
Earthquakes.
Prashika Tamang Bijay Kumar Gupta (2016) has a study on
Earthquake Resistant Building- the purpose is to provide a safe
and a proper design of an earthquake resistant building. As
tremor has been and turned out to be one of the serious debacles
in human world, which has made numerous passings and
confusion human lives, because of which the economy of a
specific nation likewise goes down. It is basic that legitimate
proportions of counteractive action must be taken to adapt up to
such circumstances. Thus, selection of base seclusion utilizing
lead elastic bearing at establishment is done in our venture for
the insurance of structures and lives from the lethal earthquake
vibration and preserves the monetary and social condition of a
nation.
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distortion and harm, which suggests that the inertial powers
following up on the base-disengaged building have been
decreased. Base isolation is also used on a smaller scale—
sometimes down to a single room in a building
1) Base isolation- construction methods
 Design and Planning: Base-isolation are designed and
planned to reduce amount of energy that reaches the
building during earthquake.
 Execution of work: The design calculation of slab,
beams, columns and footings is done as per IS codes
Flexible joints and automatic shut off valves can be installed.
Protecting against Earthquake damage prepare a Seismic Risk
Map for the globe which identifies rock types, liquefaction
potential, landslide potential. Earthquake Resistant Design of
Structures enacts building codes to design and build
earthquake-resistant structures in high seismic risk areas.
 Foundation Layout: The foundation trenches dug at
proper depth below the ground level and provided with
the lead rubber bearing.
 Implementation of Base Isolation: Lead elastic bearing
is utilized as a base confinement in which the course
are firm vertical way and entirely adaptable level way.
The vertical firmness is accomplished through the
steel plate layers of 5mm, which is laid between every
elective layers, it doesn't let the elastic to dispatch
from their situation by holding them tight.
2) Block diagram

3. The most important Advanced Anti Earthquake
Resistant Techniques
A. Base Isolation
Base isolation technique is commonly adopted as safety
precaution in earthquake prone areas all over the world. It is
executed in the establishment segment of the structure to lessen
the impacts and harms brought about by a seismic tremor. This
framework is intended to take the heaviness of the building and
the establishments move sideways amid the quake. It gives
adaptability at the backings of a structure in the flat plane.
Seismic segregation can build the execution desire for structure
throughout everyday life and furthermore limits harm. It is the
lead-elastic orientation supporting the building that are
distorted as appeared in fig 2 and fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Block diagram

Fig. 4. Base isolation for foundation section

Fig. 2. Base isolation

The base-confined building itself gets away from the

B. Energy dissipation devices
Another approach for controlling seismic damage in
buildings and improving their seismic performance is by
installing seismic dampers as shown in fig.5 of structural
elements. Each device is suitable for a certain building. These
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dampers act like the hydraulic shock. When seismic energy is
transmitted through them, dampers absorb part of it, and thus
damp the Grade of mortar should be as per codes specified for
different earthquake zones motion of the building.
Dississipation/Damping devices can be grouped into:
 Fluid Viscous Dampers
 Friction Damper
 Yielding Dampers/Viscoelastic Dampers
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Standards) has distributed other applicable earthquake
configuration codes for seismic tremor safe
development stone work structures (IS-13828
1993).Horizontal bands should be provided at plinth,
lintel and roof levels as per code.
Giving vertical reinforcement at essential areas, like
corners, inside and outer divider intersections
according to code.
Review of mortar ought to be according to codes
determined for various seismic tremor zones.
Sporadic shapes ought to be maintained a strategic
distance from both in plan and vertical design.
Quality affirmation and appropriate workmanship
must be guaranteed at all expense with no bargain.
In RCC framed structures (IS-13920) the spacing of
lateral ties should be closer according to code.
The hook in the ties ought to be at 135 degree for better
anchoragement.
The plan of horizontal ties in the sections ought to be
according to code and should be proceeded through
the joint too.
5. Conclusion

The tasks of providing full seismic safety for the occupants
possessing the most earthquake-prone regions are far from
being solved. In present time we have new regulations in place
for construction that greatly contribute to earthquake disaster
mitigation and are being in applied this advanced technique of
earthquake resistant system in accordance with world practice.
Fig. 5. Seismic energy dissipation devices

4. Codes and Guidelines for Earthquake Resistant
Construction




IS: 1893-2002(Part I-General arrangement and
Buildings) criteria for Earthquake Resistant Design of
structures–Code of Practice.
IS: 4326-1993 Earthquake Resistant Design and
development of Buildings- Code of Practice.
Notwithstanding the principle seismic tremor
configuration code 1893 the BIS (Bureau of Indian
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